
River Oaks Middle School  

Student Learning Packet (March 17 – March 31) 
PACKET INCLUDES: Core Class Activities (Math, English, Science, Social Studies) 

EXPECTATIONS:  Students are asked to complete 10 learning activities from EACH core-area’s list by April 1st.  Students may complete this using any combination 

of OFFLINE or ONLINE activities listed.  This will allow students ‘with or without’ internet access to complete their required minimum of 10 learning activities.  

Once completed, students are asked to save work and return it to school once school is re-opened. 

COMPLETE CHECKLIST:   

Last Name: 
 
 

First Name: Grade: First Period Teacher: 

 

Math: 
Complete 10 activities 

English:  
Complete 10 activities 

Science:  
Complete 10 activities 

Social Studies:  
Complete 10 activities 

Check Once Complete [    ] Check Once Complete [    ] Check Once Complete [    ] Check Once Complete [    ] 
 

SAVE & RETURN WORK: Students are asked to SAVE all work and return their Student Learning Packet to their (First Period) teacher when school reopens.  

Please secure these items with a binder, paper clip, or folder so the packet remains intact.  Use this cover sheet to print out and return as Page 1 of packet work. 

MISSING/WORK PREVIOUSLY DUE:  If a student has any incomplete work or work that was coming due, they are encouraged to complete and email work to 

their teacher so that it can be added to the gradebook.  If a student needs a file they can request (via email) from their teacher.  

TEACHER HOURS/SUPPORT:  Teacher’s office hours are Monday through Friday (10:00-11:00 AM and 2:00-3:00 PM).  Teachers will be available by email to help 

answer questions and/or concerns.  If you are unable to reach a teacher, please email the grade level administrator for assistance (listed below).   

COMMUNICATION: It is our goal to keep all of you informed and up to date with current updates.   

FaceBook – Follow us @ROMSddtwo for up to date information. 

School Website – Check us out at along with checking our website and listening to call outs and email correspondence sent from BlackBoard.  We are here to 

help while school is closed.  
 

6th Grade Administrator: ahodges@dorchester2.k12.sc.us 

7th Grade Administrator: cmay@dorchester2.k12.sc.us 

8th Grade Administrator: bgammons@dorchester2.k12.sc.us 

Principal:  wmansor@dorchester2.k12.sc.us 

mailto:ahodges@dorchester2.k12.sc.us
mailto:cmay@dorchester2.k12.sc.us
mailto:bgammons@dorchester2.k12.sc.us
mailto:wmansor@dorchester2.k12.sc.us


ELA Learning Activities:  Select 10 Activities, Complete, Save Work, Check Off  
 Name Skill  Instructions Type 

☐ Collage 
(Character) 

Emphasize Salient 
Points 

Make a collage for one character of a book or story you’ve read this week. You can use cut up magazines, printed pictures, or 
drawings. Include a paragraph explanation of how the elements relate to your story. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Collage 
(Theme) 

Emphasize Salient 
Points 

Make a collage for the theme of a book or story you’ve read this week. You can use cut up magazines, printed pictures, or 
drawings. Include a paragraph explanation of how the elements relate to your story. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Design Emphasize Salient 
Points 

Create a new “product”. Make a poster using graphic and text features to advertise the product to your peers. OFFLINE 

☐ Foldable Grammar Make a foldable using the 8 parts of speech. Include definition, example sentence, and must be colorful or decorated. OFFLINE 

☐ Ind.  Reading Reading Find a novel or news article. Read for 30 minutes and summarize what you have read. OFFLINE 

☐ Journal Argumentative 
Writing 

What is the best type of job to have during the Coronavirus pandemic? You will need to use your background knowledge and 
make an inference as to why that job would be the best. Must include an introductory sentence, evidence to support your claim, 
and a concluding sentence. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Make a News 
Article 

Perspective Write a breaking news story about the sighting of a leprechaun. Must include a color picture, caption, title and evidence. OFFLINE 

☐ Make a quiz Context Create a multiple-choice quiz for vocabulary from one article or story you have read. OFFLINE 

☐ Map maker Identify setting, 
plot, character 

Draw a map of a book or short story’s setting. Include a paragraph explanation of the elements of your project and how they 
relate to your book. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Pandemic 
Interview 

Questions Create five open-ended interview questions and use them to conduct an interview with someone (family member, friend, etc.) 
about the current Coronavirus pandemic. Record your interview in a summary on paper or with video. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Poem/Song Action and Exp. Write a poem or song about the Coronavirus, or the experience some people are having. OFFLINE 

☐ Short Story Narratives Write a short story about a character who survives the virus.  OFFLINE 

☐ Trailer Emphasize Salient 
Points 

Pretend you are a movie director. Narrate or storyboard each scene. Include a paragraph explanation of the elements and how 
they relate to the story. You can actually make a trailer if you have the device! 

OFFLINE 

☐ Turn a story 
into a movie 

Plan of Action Choose a short story you have read from these assignments. Cast actors as three main characters, choose three important scenes 
and select a song for each scene, write three interview questions to ask the main character. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Anne Frank 1 Explanation and 
Analysis  

Read article “Anne Frank” from History.com and answer the following questions: (1) Summarize five facts you learned about Anne 
Frank.  (2) If you and your family are told to go into quarantine from the Coronavirus what are five items you would pack in a small 
suitcase? (3) What do you think Anne took with her?  Link to article: https://bit.ly/33m57km    

ONLINE 

☐ Anne Frank 2 Perspective Read article “Who Was Anne Frank?” Compare it to article 2 using a t-chart with facts/information, author’s purpose, and 
relevance to the current Coronavirus epidemic.  Link to article: https://bit.ly/2wYmKdY  

ONLINE 

☐ Anne Frank 3 Writing Turn your t-chat from the previous activity into a two-paragraph comparison with an introductory sentence and a concluding 
sentence.  Link to article: https://bit.ly/2wYmKdY  

ONLINE 

☐ Apex Various Complete the pre-test and unit Sentence Structure ONLINE 

☐ Edmentum Various 30 minutes of your Edmentum Learning Path ONLINE 

☐ Holocaust 1  Reading Inform 
Text 

Read article “Learning About the Holocaust” by Michael Signal and 5 attached questions.  Link to article:  https://bit.ly/38VTFwQ    ONLINE 

☐ Holocaust 2 Write Informative 
Text 

Journal (10-12 sentences): Reflect on article. The Holocaust had a worldwide consequence. What similarities and differences do 
you see with the Coronavirus pandemic?  Link to article: https://bit.ly/38VTFwQ  

ONLINE 

☐ Mood in the 
News 

Various Find a news article about the Coronavirus and describe the tone and mood, citing evidence. ONLINE 

https://bit.ly/33m57km
https://bit.ly/2wYmKdY
https://bit.ly/2wYmKdY
https://bit.ly/38VTFwQ
https://bit.ly/38VTFwQ


Math Learning Activities:  Select 10 Activities, Complete, Save Work, Check Off  
 Name Skill  Instructions Type 

☐ Shopping List  Operations with 
Decimals   

Choose 3 items from your favorite store, list those items on paper with price, and calculate the total (show your work).  Extension:  
How much would you save off the total if you had a 10% off coupon. 

OFFLINE   

☐  Textbook  Systems of 
equations 

Design a page for a textbook. Each page should introduce solving systems on equations by elimination. Your page should be neat, 
appealing and accurate. 

OFFLINE   

☐  Textbook  Systems of 
equations 

Design a page for a textbook. Each page should introduce solving systems on equations by graphing. Your page should be neat, 
appealing and accurate. 

OFFLINE   

☐  Textbook  Systems of 
equations 

Design a page for a textbook. Each page should introduce solving systems on equations by substitution. Your page should be neat, 
appealing and accurate. 

OFFLINE   

☐ Brochure Systems of 
equations 

Create a brochure that describes each method for solving systems of equations. Your brochure should be neat, appealing and 
accurate 

OFFLINE   

☐ Quiz Systems of 
equations 

Write a 12 question quiz on solving systems of equations. Include 4 questions for each method. Your quiz must include an accurate 
answer key.  

OFFLINE   

☐ Foldable  Systems of 
equations  

Create a foldable. Introduce how to solve a system of equations by substitution. Your foldable should be neat and accurate.  OFFLINE   

☐  Word 
Problems 

 Functions  Create 6 word problems comparing properties of two functions represented in different ways. OFFLINE   

☐ Foldable  Systems of 
equations  

Create a foldable. Introduce how to solve a system of equations by elimination. Your foldable should be neat and accurate.  OFFLINE   

☐ Foldable  Systems of 
equations  

Create a foldable. Introduce how to solve a system of equations by graphing. Your foldable should be neat and accurate.  OFFLINE   

☐  Doodle Notes Integers Create your own doodle notes page showing integer operations.  OFFLINE   

☐ Multistep 
Equations 

Equations Create a 12 question quiz on multistep equations. Make sure you include an accurate answer key.  OFFLINE   

☐  Multistep 
equations 

Equations Create a poster showing how to solve multistep equations. Make sure to include directions as if you were telling someone what to 
do.  

OFFLINE   

☐ Multistep 
equations 

Equations Create a 12 question worksheet on multistep equations with variables on BOTH sides of the equal sign. Make sure you include an 
accurate answer key.  

OFFLINE   

☐ Rap Equations Create a 100 word on how to solve multistep equations.  OFFLINE   

☐  APEX  Various Complete the try it portions of APEX. Make sure your grade is an 80 or ABOVE ONLINE 

☐ Quizlet  Equations Create a 15 questions quiz on multistep equations. Email your teacher the link to your quiz. ONLINE 

☐ Quizlet Transformations Create a 15 question quiz on transformations. Email your teacher the link to your quiz ONLINE 

☐ Math Nation Various Complete practice problems for ANY topics we have covered so far in class. Make sure it is a topic that we have covered! (This is a 
smart time to review a topic you may not feel as confident in!) 

ONLINE 

☐ Quizlet Slope Create a 15 question quiz on slope. Email your teacher the link to your quiz ONLINE 

 
 
 
 
 



Science Learning Activities:  Select 10 Activities, Complete, Save Work, Check Off  
 Name Skill Instructions Type 

☐ Comic Strip Waves 
 

Draw a comic strip depicting a type of wave, the way it travels, and how it impacts humans on a daily basis. Your comic must be 
at least 6 panels and must have color. You may use words in addition to the comic but they are not required. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Demo Waves Choose a material/medium to show/explain the relationship between pitch and length/size/shape of a vibrating object. OFFLINE 

☐ Design a 
Children’s Book 

Waves 
 

Design a children’s book (geared for Kindergarten to 2nd grade students) to explain the similarities and differences between 
light waves, sound waves, and electromagnetic spectrum waves, as well as, parts of the eye and ear. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Lab Safety Inquiry Draw a floorplan of your home.  Indicate all doors & Windows. Label safety equipment (Breaker box, fire extinguisher and smoke 
alarms). Describe your emergency plans for fire and for tornado. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Make a Model Waves 
 

Research sound proofed rooms. Create a model with materials that would effectively soundproof. You will need to write a 
detailed description/explanation of your research and model, which you will present to the class. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Minerals at 
Home 

Earth Systems and 
Resources 

List 10 items at home (from kitchen, bathroom, garage, etc.).  Look at the ingredients and list all minerals that it contains. OFFLINE 

☐ Moon Journal Earth's Place in 
the Universe 

Observe the moon every 2-3 nights at about the same time for the entire time we are out of school. Draw what you see, label 
the date and time.  

OFFLINE 

☐ Newton’s Laws 
Superhero 

Forces & Motion Create a fictional superhero that has Newton’s 3 Laws as superpowers. The picture of the superhero must be shown doing these 
superpowers and they should be explained using bubble/speech clouds around the picture. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Picture Collage Forces & Motion 

 

Using your phone, camera, or natural artistic abilities take 8 pictures that show unbalanced force, balanced force, inertia, 
friction, speed, Newton’s 3 laws. Submit them on Unified Classroom or glue them onto a poster board. Include a 1 sentence 
description under each picture. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Produce a Play Waves 
 

Create a play showing how different waves interact with 

humans. Your play must have at least 2 characters and a script with at least 10 lines per character. Play will be performed in 
front of the class. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Remix a Song Waves 
 

Using 10 or more vocabulary words from this unit, remix a song about 1 of the following topics- wave properties, light waves, 

sound waves, electromagnetic waves.  Vocabulary must be used in the correct context. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Scientific 
Notation 

Earth's Place in 
the Universe 

Log in to Brain Pop (Username = ROMS2020, Password = ROMS2020!) 

Watch the video.  On paper, take the quiz and define the vocab listed under the ‘Vocab’ tab 

OFFLINE 

☐ Speed & 
Acceleration 
Athletic Shoe 

Forces & Motion 

 

Design a shoe that allows athletes to maximize their speed, acceleration and velocity for the best performance in their sport 
(think about the type of motion they use and the surface they are on). You must also explain each of the three terms and how 
the shoe helps them achieve max performance levels. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Trading Cards 
 

Forces & Motion 

 

Create three trading cards, one for each of Isaac Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion. Each card must explain how the specific law of 
motion works, you could do this as a power, ability, or a statistic 

OFFLINE 

☐ Write a Story Waves Pretend you are a wave. Detail the way your travel, the type of wave you are, and how humans perceive you. Your story needs 
to be a minimum of 3 paragraphs, with 5-7 sentences per paragraph. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Earth Structure,  
Ch. 10 

Earth Systems and 
Resources 

Log in to Pearson Online.  Complete the activities for Ch. 10, Earth Structures. ONLINE 

☐ Rocks Earth Systems and 
Resources 

Log in to Brain Pop (Username = ROMS2020, Password = ROMS2020!).  Watch any Brain Pop on Rocks. On paper, take the quiz 
and define the vocab listed under the ‘Vocab’ tab 

ONLINE 

☐ Technology 
Review 

Waves 
 

Create a Kahoot! to help others review the different waves and wave properties. Your Kahoot! must be at least 15 questions 
with 4 answer choices for each question. The class will participate in playing your Kahoot! 

ONLINE 

 



Social Studies Learning Activities:  Select 10 Activities, Complete, Save Work, Check Off  
 Name Standard  Instructions Type 

☐ 13th Amendment Research 
 

Summarize the 13th amendment.   
Explain how sharecropping, convict leasing and chain gangs undermined the US Constitution.    Summarize the 13th amendment.   
Explain how sharecropping, convict leasing and chain gangs undermined the US Constitution.     

OFFLINE 

☐ Cause and Effect Cause and 
Effect 

How will this quarantine affect our community? Think about 5 affects we might experience during or in the time after the 
quarantine. Explain each affect in at least 2 complete sentences. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Change the World Social 
Justice 

Write a paragraph (5-10 sentences) about one thing you would change in the world.  Explain why you would change this, and how 
it would benefit the world. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Comic Strip  Symbolic 
Thinking 

Create a 5-8 panel comic, including pictures and comments, about the pros and cons of the Reconstruction era. OFFLINE 

☐ Crest Symbolism Symbolize what is important to your family on a shield shape/ Coat of arms. Include the following: traditions, values, mottos, 
colors, animals, etc. To show your families heritage. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Drafting 
Reconstruction  

Creativity  Draft your own Reconstruction Plan. Answer the following questions in 2 paragraphs. What did the States need to do in order to 
rejoin the Union? Who was responsible for the damages in each state? What is to happen to the Confederate States? 

OFFLINE 

☐ Illustrate the 
Amendments 

 Analyze Research the 27 Amendments to the Constitution. Draw your understanding of 15 of them. 
 

OFFLINE 

☐ Interview  
 

Analyzing 
Points of 
View 

Interview an elder about a historic event and write down your questions and their answers. Some events you may consider 
choosing form include, but are not limited to: 9/11, Vietnam, World War 2, Civil Rights march, Hurricane Hugo, Boston Marathon 
Bombing. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Neighborhood Map Mapping 
Skills  

Use a piece of paper to draw yours or a surrounding neighborhood/apartment complex. Make sure to include any surrounding 
streets, any land features (lakes, rivers etc.) and housing. Include a labeled compass to better give us direction.   

OFFLINE 

☐ NY Times Analyze Use the link on Clever to access the New York Times Picture, click on the large picture and scroll down. Answer the three questions 
about the picture in complete sentences.  

OFFLINE 

☐ Quarantine Song/ 
Poem 

Creativity Write a son or poem about how your time in quarantine has been. Include things such as how you spent your time, what have you 
liked or dislike, and what you hope to gain from this experience. Song MUST be appropriate.  

OFFLINE 

☐ T-Chart Compare 
and Contrast 

Create a T Chart comparing the Lincoln’s 10% plan, the Johnson’s plan and the Radical Republican Plan for Reconstruction that 
includes at least 3 different details for each plan. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Thank You Letter Communicat
ion 

Write a letter to a military person serving overseas. Tell a few things about yourself (nothing too personal!) and ask about the 
military person’s work and how they are doing. Be sure to use your best spelling and write at least half a page or enough to fill a 
postcard. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Time Capsule Evaluation  List ten things would you add to a Time Capsule that best describes not only your life but today in society, that a person 20+ years 
from now would dig up? And why would you choose those 10 things (AT LEAST 2 SENTENCES ABOUT EACH). 

OFFLINE 

☐ Timeline of Life Sequencing Create a timeline of your life. Have one event for each year of your life. Be sure to illustrate and have a caption OFFLINE 

☐ Venn Diagram Compare 
and contrast 

Make a Venn diagram of the two main political parties, Republicans and Democrats. This is not your opinion but the actual stand 
of the parties. Views of the parties may include liberal and conservative view, environment, abortion, homelessness, gun rights, 
immigration, health care, military funding, the economy, women’s rights, etc. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Women’s Poster Activism Create a poster supporting women’s suffrage (the right to vote). Your poster must include the 19th amendment and at least 5 
reasons why women should have the right to vote and how it benefits society. 

OFFLINE 

☐ 14th Amendment Research 
 

Research Plessey v Ferguson and Brown v the Board of Education and explain how this effected African American citizenship in the 
US. 

ONLINE 



☐ 15th Amendment Research 
 

Summarize the 15th Amendment.  Explain how poll taxes, literacy tests and grandfather clauses disenfranchised the African 
American voter. 

ONLINE 

☐ A Million Dollar to 
Donate 

Economics Choose a past or present charity to give $ a million dollars to. Write a paragraph (5 sentences) informing the reader about what 
that charity is for, and why you choose to donate to that charity.  

ONLINE 

☐ BrainPOP Research 
skills 

Choose 4 BrainPOP videos about something you have learned in Social studies this year. Write 5 things that you learned from 
EACH video. Username ROMS2020  PW ROMS2020! 

ONLINE 

☐ Community Service Civics Pick up enough trash to fill a bag. Take a picture of yourself to show your community spirit! ONLINE 

☐ Create Analyze / 
Research 

Create a picture about the historical significance Penn Center or the Avery Institute.   Write one paragraph about the significance 
of the choice. 

ONLINE 

☐ ICivics Discovery 
 

Play 1 full game on ICivics of your choosing (located on Clever). Write a paragraph (5 sentences) to describe the game (what game, 
and what was it about), and some things that you learned from the game. 

ONLINE 

☐ Tik Tok Creativity  Create a TikTok video about one historical figure you have talked about in class this year. (Example: Napoléon, Harriet Tubman, 
Socrates) Use things like titles, music, and costumes to explain who your historical figure is. Video MUST be appropriate.  

ONLINE 

 

Other Specific Classes:  Complete Activities Listed Below  
 Name Standard  Instructions Type 

☐ Math 180  Various Go on the Math 180 software for 20 minutes every day (Mon-Fri) ONLINE 

☐ Read 180 A 
Complete A or B 

Various 

 

Students are encouraged to work independently on Read 180 Universal or System 44 Next Generation software program each day 

for 20-25 minutes. Students can access the software program using a computer or iPad at the web address listed below. I 

recommend setting a timer before beginning each session. https://idp-awsprod1.education.scholastic.com/idp/ 

ONLINE 

☐ Read 180 B 
Complete A or B 

Various Students are expected to read each day for 20-25 minutes and complete a Reading Log using the Daily Reading Log Sentence 

Starters. Students can access the Read 180 Independent Reading Library which includes all Read 180 library titles and eReads from 

the Student Application. If a student is unable to access the Student Application students may use a book or text found at home 

for this assignment. 

OFFLINE 

☐ English I  Various  See Blackboard daily for tasks ONLINE 

☐ Algebra 1 Various Complete the following activities: 

https://bit.ly/2WiNZdO  

ONLINE 

☐ Geometry  Various Complete the following activities: 

https://bit.ly/33n37IJ  

ONLINE 

 

Fine and Related Arts:  Use Activities to Meet Needs for Your Classes Listed Below 
 Name Standard  Instructions Type 

☐ Art Drawing (Creating) Do a series of three artworks using the same theme or subject  OFFLINE 

☐ Art Line drawing 
(Creating) 

Draw an object in your house and using pencil shading using five values OFFLINE 

☐ Art Art and Literature 
(Creating and 
Connecting) 

Draw something that has meaning to you and write why it does. OFFLINE 

☐ Art  Sculpture (Creating 
and Connecting) 

Create an artwork from found, recycle, or natural items. Sketch what you made and write a description of piece OFFLINE 

https://idp-awsprod1.education.scholastic.com/idp/
https://bit.ly/2WiNZdO
https://bit.ly/33n37IJ


☐ Art  Observational 
drawing 
(Creating and 
Connecting) 

Go outside and find something inspiring to draw. Write two sentences. and describe the style is your art. OFFLINE 

☐ Art  Comic art (Creating) Design and draw your own comic strip  OFFLINE 

☐ Art  Art and Nature  
(Creating, Presenting, 
and  
Responding) 

Make art out of nature and take picture to send to Ms. Tepper via PowerSchool. Look at the work of Andy Goldsworthy 
http://www.artnet.com/artists/andy-goldsworthy/ 

ONLINE 

☐ Art Literature and art 
(Creating and 
Responding) 

Continue our study of glass art and Dave Chihuly. Read this article and 

write the facts. Create a drawing of a piece you would want to create if 

you could use glass.  https://mymodernmet.com/dale-chihuly-

facts/?fbclid=IwAR2Ijd8fRYIVi5b6-meEP1hruAxc5mv_t1-

x9AO9jfJy7PgGeXwbaQEw97k 

 

ONLINE 

☐ Art  Art and Music 
(Creating and 
Responding) 

Listen to a song and illustrate it. ONLINE 

☐ Art  Art and writing  
(Responding) 

Find a YouTube version of someone crating art. What did you learn from viewing this video? ONLINE 

☐ Art  Art Talks 
(Responding) 

Find and watch a TEDtalk on YouTube that has to do with art and write a reflection. ONLINE 

☐ Art  Recycled Sculpture 
 (Creating and 
Presenting)) 

Make a sculpture out of recycled items in your house. Take picture of it 

and send to Ms. Tepper through unified classroom. 

 

ONLINE 

☐ Art  Drawing skills 
(Creating)52 

Do four of these drawing tutorials  
https://mymodernmet.com/taji-joseph-drawing-tutorials/?fbclid=IwAR1nDUShKqDbvUfn-eNymbNG0-
TlLp916FLAX2ttXKOPeuB4KYY48wmU1jM 

ONLINE 

☐ Art  Virtual Art Museum 
(Responding) 

Visit one of these virtual museums and write about what you learned 
https://www.travelandleisure.com/attractions/museums-galleries/museums-with-virtual-tours 

ONLINE 

☐ Dance  Creating Stretch for 30 minutes and start with going over dance you have learned to refresh memory. Start thinking of what to do for 
project. Journal progress 

OFFLINE 

☐ Dance  Performing Stretch for 15 minutes and condition for 15. Practice Pirouette combo. Balances included. Journal OFFLINE 

☐ Dance Creating Stretch and condition for 30 minutes and start creating choreography project. Journal OFFLINE 

☐ Dance  Performing Stretch and condition for 30 minutes and practice alignment in plies in 1st 2nd 4th and 5th position. Journal OFFLINE 

☐ Dance  Responding Continue to stretch and condition and give overall journal for past days OFFLINE 

☐ Dance 
 

Performing Stretch and condition for 30 minutes review choreography given in class. Journal OFFLINE 

☐ Dance 
 

Performing Stretch and condition. Practice tendus from first second 4th  5th position en quad Work pulling toes back especially in 5th 
position  having better turnout. Journal 

OFFLINE 

☐ Dance 
 

Creating  Stretch and condition for 30 minutes. Continue to create solo with prop. Journal OFFLINE 

http://www.artnet.com/artists/andy-goldsworthy/
https://mymodernmet.com/dale-chihuly-facts/?fbclid=IwAR2Ijd8fRYIVi5b6-meEP1hruAxc5mv_t1-x9AO9jfJy7PgGeXwbaQEw97k
https://mymodernmet.com/dale-chihuly-facts/?fbclid=IwAR2Ijd8fRYIVi5b6-meEP1hruAxc5mv_t1-x9AO9jfJy7PgGeXwbaQEw97k
https://mymodernmet.com/dale-chihuly-facts/?fbclid=IwAR2Ijd8fRYIVi5b6-meEP1hruAxc5mv_t1-x9AO9jfJy7PgGeXwbaQEw97k
https://mymodernmet.com/taji-joseph-drawing-tutorials/?fbclid=IwAR1nDUShKqDbvUfn-eNymbNG0-TlLp916FLAX2ttXKOPeuB4KYY48wmU1jM
https://mymodernmet.com/taji-joseph-drawing-tutorials/?fbclid=IwAR1nDUShKqDbvUfn-eNymbNG0-TlLp916FLAX2ttXKOPeuB4KYY48wmU1jM
https://www.travelandleisure.com/attractions/museums-galleries/museums-with-virtual-tours


☐ Dance 
 

Performing Stretch and condition for 30 minutes. Show family member solo so far and ask for critiques. Journal  OFFLINE 

☐ Dance 
 

Performing Stretch and condition for 30 minutes. Work on Battements or anything kick related. Journal OFFLINE 

☐ Dance 
 

Performing Stretch and condition for 30 minutes. Continue to create solos 
Journal 

OFFLINE 

☐ Dance Performing Stretch and condition for 30 minutes. Practice Developpes from coupe to Passe and extend en quad. Journal. Quickly go over 
dances learned. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Dance Create Finish up Solo and practice ways to fully perform in front of audience. Journal. OFFLINE 

☐ Dance Performing Take a full hour dedicated to conditioning and stretching. Journal where you are at before hopefully returning soon. OFFLINE 

☐ Dance Create Condition and stretch for 30 minutes. Practice Choreography for solo and class learned dance. Journal overall experience. OFFLINE 

☐ Dance 
 

Connecting Stretch and condition for 30 minutes. Watch any dance related movie (appropriate for age and parent approved) and write a 
paragraph about technique and terminology that you saw. Journal 

ONLINE 

☐ DD2 Fine Arts Various Please see the recommended activities for different Dorchester 2 Fine Arts courses: 
https://bit.ly/39VR4Vj  

ONLINE 

☐ IT 
Fundamentals 

Various Complete the following activities: 
https://bit.ly/2Wjr4ip  

ONLINE 

☐ Music Performance Practice Music from class  
**If capable, practice 10-20 minutes a day** 

OFFLINE 

☐ Music Tempo/Rhythm  Play some music outside and keep a steady beat to it in a variety of ways—bounce a basketball, move your body, beatbox, 
march, etc. 

OFFLINE 

☐ Music Music 
History/Analyze 

Listen to songs from four genres. Choose your two favorite and write a comparative paragraph. OFFLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Connections Make a musical instrument out of recycled items in your house. Create a recycled band with your siblings or friends! OFFLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Music vocabulary Teach a friend or family member some musical vocabulary. OFFLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Music literacy Clap the rhythm to your favorite song then write down the first 3 lines. OFFLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Creating music Go outside and find something inspiring to write lyrics to. Write two verses and a refrain. What style of music is your song 
going to be? 

OFFLINE 

☐ Music Creating Music Write a rap about how badly you want to come back to school. OFFLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Music Theory Breezin Thru Theory curriculum (breezinthrutheory.com)  
**If capable, spend 10-15 minutes a day** 
Waters:               Username:  btfun_259 
                             Password:  clef259  
Talbert:               Username:   btfun_380 
                             Password:    clef384 
Wigfall:               Username: btfun_548 
                             Password:  key284 
Aldredge:            Username: btfun_630 
                             Password:  bach378 

ONLINE 

https://bit.ly/39VR4Vj
https://bit.ly/2Wjr4ip


☐ Music Connections Find and watch a TED talk on YouTube that has to do with music and write a reflection. ONLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Connections Watch a movie and listen specifically to the music they chose. How did the music make the movie better? ONLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Creating music Make a playlist with a theme (i.e. flowers, love, money, colors) and share it with your friends. ONLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Connections Watch 3 “line rider” videos and then create one of your own. ONLINE 

☐ Music Music Performance Have a karaoke day over video chat/Xbox Live/etc. or with your family. ONLINE 

☐ Music Analyze/Evaluate Watch a musical and write about the instruments used to create the mood of the storyline. ONLINE 

☐ Music 
 

Connections Find a YouTube version of someone performing a song you’ve learned in class. Listen to an uplifting song, Perform a song for 
your family. 

ONLINE 

☐ Music Analyzing and 
Evaluating 

Watch an episode (TV or YouTube) of a musical TV show (The Voice, American Idol, etc) and critique 3 of the performers for 
things they did well 

ONLINE 

☐ Music Analyzing and 
Evaluating 

Find two performances of the same song—one good and one not so good. Write three sentences to compare them. ONLINE 

☐ Music Analyzing and 
Evaluating 

Find a concert recording representing the group you are a part of to write a critique. ONLINE 

☐ Music Connections Make a workout playlist! Research healthy habits as a musician. ONLINE 

☐ Music History and Culture Listen to music from a “classical genre” (i.e. Romantic, Baroque, Classical, Medieval, Renaissance) and create an inspired 
artwork from your listening. 

ONLINE 

☐ Physical 
Education 

Various Each student will be able to use a chart to perform physical exercises each day. 
https://bit.ly/3aZwXFI  

ONLINE 

☐ Spanish Various Review the following activities: 
http://spanish4teachers.org/files/Spanish_Vocab_List_Greetings_Lista_Vocabulario_Saludos.pdf#page=1 
http://spanish4teachers.org/files/Greetings_Dialogue.pdf 
https://quizlet.com/496587772/greetings-and-farewells-flash-cards/?x=1qqt 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16bycuinSbic3ejwakbHnFH2fM2TNuT-GzQ57uK6j1GM/edit 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14qqLiQ9emr_U7gmOu2ff_l7-KQ_KqgjpwKhhE0KnzE4/edit 
 

ONLINE 

☐ STEM/ PLTW Various Being able to make sketches of items is very important to engineering.  Each day, find one or two things to sketch. You can 
sketch toys, your pets, items on your dresser, flowers, trees, cars, anything in your house or yard.  Sketch the item from at 
least two different views. Write the date you do your sketch on your paper and write what it is that you sketched and why you 
chose to sketch it.  You can add color if you like. Do not worry if you are not good at drawing. The point is to practice so you 
can improve your skills. 

OFFLINE 

 

https://bit.ly/3aZwXFI
http://spanish4teachers.org/files/Spanish_Vocab_List_Greetings_Lista_Vocabulario_Saludos.pdf#page=1
http://spanish4teachers.org/files/Greetings_Dialogue.pdf
https://quizlet.com/496587772/greetings-and-farewells-flash-cards/?x=1qqt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16bycuinSbic3ejwakbHnFH2fM2TNuT-GzQ57uK6j1GM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14qqLiQ9emr_U7gmOu2ff_l7-KQ_KqgjpwKhhE0KnzE4/edit

